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What's New In Cisco Domain Protection

Cisco is always working to improve the Cisco Domain Protection product, from fixing issues to improving existing features to adding new features.

The following release versions explains the feature changes in Cisco Domain Protection, as well as documentation updates not necessarily related to product features.
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December 2019 Release Updates

This December 2019 release has the following documentation improvements:

• Product style sheets (CSS) incorporated some fixes as a part of an infrastructure upgrade, so dialog box title text now contrasts with the background and is easier to read. Screen shots in this document have been updated.
November 2019 Release Updates

This November 2019 release has the following documentation improvements:

- The following high-level section are included:
  - Email Standards
  - Getting to Reject (DMARC)
  - Monitoring your Outgoing Email Ecosystem once Get to Reject.
- Understanding identifier alignment. For more information, see "Understanding Identifier Alignment" section of the user guide.
- How to whitelist alerts. For more information, see "Whitelist Alerts" section of the user guide.
- SPF record length. For more information, see "SPF Record Length" section of the user guide.
- Threat feeds. For more information, see "Threat Feed" section of the user guide.

October 2019 Release Updates

This October 2019 release has the following documentation improvements:

- The following section has been updated in the User Accounts:
  - Updates on URLs to access Cisco Domain Protection cloud service.
  - End-users do not have permissions to modify user accounts on the Cisco Domain Protection cloud service.
  - DKIM Management and Hosting
    Cisco added the capability to host DKIM records. Cisco Domain Protection can now manage DKIM records hosted by Cisco. The DKIM management in Cisco Domain Protection can discover existing DKIM keys used for domains. Cisco can now host all DNS records relating to DMARC, SPF, and DKIM. For more information, see "Host Your DKIM Records" section of the user guide.

Related Documentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation For Cisco Email Security Products</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Service and Support

Note
To get support for virtual appliances, have your Virtual License Number (VLN) number ready when you call Cisco TAC.

For non-critical issues, you can also access customer support from the appliance. For instructions, see the User Guide or online help.
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